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Prison
planned
for drunk
drivers

Dual fires keep
firefighters busy
Two fires broke out on campus
Sunday, within about a half-hour
of each other.
First, a bag of shredded paper
apparently caught on fire in the
southeast corner of Hayes Hall at
3:32 p.m.
Shortly after, firefighters were
called to respond to a fire at the
Moore Musical Arts building. Allegedly, smoke and fire were detected coming from the scene
shop directly below the Kobacker stage, where a performance was in progress.
Investigations are continuing
in both fires.
Both police and fire officials
declined to comment further on
the fires until after the investigation reports are released.
They also declined to comment
on whether the fires could have
possibly been connected.
Fire Chief Joe Burns said it appeared that Hayes Hall only suffered minimal damage.
"They all start off minor,"
Burns said. "This one was contained, though."
He said the main concern at
Hayes Hall was that electrical
units were located at the foot of
the stairs near where water was

sprayed to fight the fire.
Power was immediately cut
from the building, forcing the
University web page and BGNet
to go down as well.
Water was flushed out of the
building and the building was
aired out throughout Sunday
evening.
Toby Singer, director of Computer Services, said there is a
possiblity that smoke may have
damaged some of the computers
near the fire. The sprinkler
system was contained to the
direct area in which the fire began.
He said the extent of any damages would most likely be minor,
but he would not be immediately
aware of them.
"We don't know how bad it is
yet," Singer said. "It'll probably
just dirty them (the computers)
up."
About 80 people, including
graduate students and computer
BG Newi photo by Amy Van Horn
science professors, occupy the
Firefighter Terry Busch carries one of many bags of shredded paper out of Hayes Hall. A fire originated
building. Thirty people were in
from one of the bags stored in the southeast corner of the building. Shortly later, a fire burst out in Kothe building at the time of the backer Recital Hall in the Moore Musical Arts building.
fire.
As firefighters began to conMore than 100 people were Faculty Artist Series.
contained by a member of the
trol the fire at Hayes Hall, the
The fire was located in the custodial staff of the building.
call came requesting assistance evacuated from the building. The
The building was shut down
at the Moore Musical Arts build- fire alarm went off at 4:12 p.m., scene shop directly beneath the
ing, specifically Kobacker Reci- in the middle of a recital by Jer- stage Rose was performing on. while firefighters attempted to
ome Rose, a performer in the Once the flame was found, it was
• See FIRE, page four.
tal Hall.

BG lacks
sufficient
day care

Q "M*A*S*H" star and
Toledo native Jamie Farr
was the keynote speaker
at a lecture sponsored
by the University.
By JAMIE BUDZICK
Hit-BG News

ByJOHNSTEBBINS
The BG News

BG Newt photo by Jeremy Man in

Two children enjoy their recess time at a local day care center.

the welfare reform has more
people working rather than being
in job training," she continued.
"More people are steered toward
periods of full-time employment
and not to part-time care of 22-25
hours a week." Karen Freeman,
director of the Jordan Care facility on campus, said the problem
is one of concern for many new
families trying to schedule careers along with parenthood.
She said there is a waiting list
even for children not yet born.
When people move into town ex-

pecting to find child care, she
sympathizes with their frustration when she cant offer any
help to them,
"It doesn't feel good," Freeman
said. "However, I dont have any
alternatives to offer. If I did, I
would."
The only way for Jordan and
the other two places in Bowling
Green that offer infant and toddler care to expand their care
abilities is to amend their licenses, which is a difficult task.
"DHS's licensing bureau

□ Tougher drunkdriving laws increase the need for
prison space.
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - Tougher
drunk-driving laws have
helped get dangerous
drivers off the state's
roadways. But the crackdown has created a problem
when it comes to putting
the offenders behind bars.
The state will start construction next year on a
prison to house only drunken drivers. The $11 million
minimum-security prison
in Grafton will hold 500 inmates.
State officials, however,
don't know if the new
prison will be big enough.
"We have no idea how
many people are going to
come In the door," said Evalyn Parks, head of the Bureau of Planning and Evaluation for the state's
prisons. "This is the first
time the law has required
• See OUl, page four.

Fair speaks about
sitcom experience

MONDAY FEATURE

□ The improved economy has created more
jobs, but has made finding child care difficult.

One of the early challenges of
parenthood is finding a day-care
center while you go off and work
enough to afford formula and
diapers and clothing and special
detergents and ... well, you get
the idea.
However, parents in the Bowling Green community with infants and toddlers who need to
place their child in a center are
Tinding there isn't anywhere to
put them.
Although there are plenty of
placements for a pre-schooler or
a child up to 3 years old, the city
of Bowling Green only has three
places licensed to care for infants up to 18 months and toddlers younger than 30 months.
Gay Malon, social services supervisor for the Wood County
Department of Human Services,
said one major reason for the
sudden squeeze in the availability of infant and toddler care is
the recent changes in state welfare.
'What has happened is the
[economy is very good and there
are a lot of jobs," Malon said.
Consequently, there are more
parents who are working and going to need to place their children
in care."
'Another reason that welfare
reform is causing this shortage is
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doesn't have enough specialists
to have someone come out in a
couple weeks," Freeman said.
"The state has put a freeze on the
number of people they can hire,
so there's not going to be any
changes in this. They also have to
study and inspect places that are
just about to open as well as
check up on places currently
operating."
Mary Hayes, communications
• See FEATURE, page four.

He has shared the screen with
the likes of Clint Eastwood, Red
Skelton, Lucille Ball and Frank
Sinatra, but he will forever be
remembered as Corporal
Klinger.
Saturday night the University
welcomed Toledo native and
"M-A"S*H" star, Jamie Fair, as
a keynote speaker at "Situating
the Comedy," a conference looking into the television sitcom's 50
years of existence.
Speaking candidly on his career and personal relationships,
he provided the crowd with what
was more of an intimate conversation than a lecture. This was
due in part to the small turnout
for the event.
Those who were in attendance
got a chance to see the personable side of Farr.
"It was very good, I liked the
stories about Red Skelton," said
Jeff Schafer, a freshman film
major.
Landing his first sitcom, "Dear
Feebie," in 1954, Farr has been
involved through 43 of the 50
years of sitcoms. Included on his
resume are "I Dream of Jeanle,"
"Get Smart," "I Love Lucy" and
of course the number one rated
show of all time, "M*A"S'H."
"I'm certainly proud of
•M'A'S'H,' because It is the
highest rated show in the history
of television," Farr said. A record that, according to Farr, will

'Love what you do, do
what you love,
respect what you do
and have a work
ethic'
Jamie Farr
"M'A'S'H" star

never be broken due to the influence of cable television.
Farr also addressed where television is at now and where it is
heading. Saying specifically that
today's market is geared too
much toward the youth market,
he believes it causes networks to
stray away from quality programming.
"I think the four networks are
headed in the wrong direction,"
Farr said. "They're trying to
compete with cable."
Playing in to the desires of the
audience, Farr had no reservations in giving his honest opinion
of several actors he has worked
with, the most memorable being
Johnny Carson.
"He alnt a nice guy," said
Fair. It all stems back to when
Carson was first making waves
with the "Johnny Carson Show."
Farr, who played a part on the
first episode of the variety show,
said that during filming all of his
lines were making the audience
laugh, much to Carson's dismay.
Wanting to be the "star" of his
show, Carson had Parr's lines cut
down to one when the program
finally aired, a gesture that led to
Fair never doing the 'Tonight
Show" while Carson was hosting.
" Visably aged, but still possess• See FARR, page four.
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Remembering bullies of past, but not reliving
Assuming thai this week my
head shot did manage to make It
Into the paper. I'll hope that
most readers can see that I am
of African heritage. If the photog
raphy gods still hate me and it's
not there. I'll Just give you all my
word on it.
So what? Does this distinguish
me from the rest of the world for
some reason? Nah. not really,
but my past experiences are
something I feel like sharing In
the hopes that maybe some
people will see themselves either
In me or in the morons I describe.
When I was younger, like
maybe around six or so. I had
some kids ask me whether I
c onaidered myself black or
white. This was during the
summer at a YMCA program and
Bl the time we were all just out
at some cheesy lake where
there's always those myths
about sharks in the lakes or
high jumps which have killed
people.
I leing a kid of mixed heritage

BRIAN TAYLOR
but also being
quite simply a
KID. I didn't
know how to
answer this
question. Even
now it'd be a
difficult question, since my
anal-retentive
mind wants to first define what
black and white are.
But back then I answered that I
was white. Later on in my life,
maybe at the early teens. I was
talking with my mom and told
her that I thought it'd be much
easier if I simply said 1 was
black, since that's what most of
the world will see me as.
My mom didn't object to it
much, although I think had 1
been in her place 1 might have
pointed out that in doing so 1
gave in to the Idiotic prejudices
of the world and thereby denied

a whole half of my heritage and
family.
Then it was my freshman year
in high school when a friend of
mine explained to me in gym
class that if you have one drop
of black blood in you. you're
black. Obviously his grasp of
genetics was lacking, but by that
time I had started to doubt even
that claim anyway.
Somewhere between there and
my Junior year I situated myself
in the belief that I have now.
which is that I'm neither black,
nor white, that I'm both and
none of the above at the same
time. In effect I've eliminated the
whole concept of race In my
head, at least for me. and it
works pretty well. But that's Just
me.
I don't believe that true racists
exist in the numbers they did 30
or 40 years ago. I believe that a
large number of people are still
heavily prejudiced because they
were raised by borderline racist/
prejudiced people and grew up
In a white-centered society. I

believe that this prejudice Is
found In people of all colors. In
equal proportion
When I was a freshman (I guess
a lot happened that year) In high
school, in one of our last games
of the season, against a team
that was notorious for being
racist. I was called a nigger for
the first lime in my life. It wasn't
some redneck In a white robe
with a burning cross behind
him. but Just some dlps"t on
the soccer field who wanted to
tango I guess.
We got yellow cards for semifighting and the whole thing was
resolved pretty quickly, but It's
stuck with me for my whole life,
that someone can look at me
and hate me or at least dislike
me withoul knowing anything
about me
But what's stuck with me even
more is the prejudice I've gotten
from blacks. I'm not sure when
It was that a certain group of
black kids in my high school
learned what an Uncle Tom is.
but I know by my Junior year I

was secretly known as such by
I hem.
Being In the advanced classes
and associating with mostly
white friends and not standing
around in between classes with
the large population of black
kids ostracized me. I guess, but
realizing that their Ignorance
wasn't any problem of mine
lessened the pain only a little.
I like to think that my true
nature is non-violent, that I only
fight when I'm pushed to my
edge, so the fight I ended up In
doesn't register as a truly bad
point in my life. But the fight did
stem partly from this prejudice 1
was getting from a large proportion of black kids.
I'm sure on that soccer team
there were kids who totally
disagreed with what their
prejudiced teammate said. Just
as I'm sure that there were kids
who disagreed with what some
of the kids in my school were
saying.
What I want people to see.
though, is that In remaining

silent you also help to perpetuate this palnhil ;ind useless
cycle of prejudice and borderline
racism that has effects on
everyone: black, white, brown,
gray, mixed, whatever.
From my personal perspective.
I'm not trying to be white nor am
I willing to let myself fall Into
this horrible mind set many
blacks have let themselves get
Into: thinking that studying hard
and hanging with people other
than blacks is some sort of
indication of shame for one's
race.
Being who I am and what I am.
I've been challenged by thousands of things and people
throughout my whole life and
today, here. I'm challenging us
all not to prejudge, to break that
cycle, and Just to drop all the
bulls"t.
Brian Taylor is fl columnist for the
News He dedicates this column to his
parents fin raising a pretty good kid. in
Ins opinion, Comments can be sent to
tayloWbgnct, bgsu.edu or to 210 West
Hall

ietters to the EditorBGSU Parking: Equal protection under the law?
To Ihe Editor:
How many times have people
complained about Parking &
li.illic? It's a rhetorical question, but everyone has heard or
said "something* about those
folks who leave tickets on our
windshields and get us out of
bed to keep our cars from being
towed. Up until now. 1 took my
Hi kits with good grace, as I
thought the distribution of them
was more or less fair...
This morning was different,
however. Being pulled out of
beil for said towing prevention
(see above paragraph) didn't
improve my disposition any. nor
did Ihe evidence on my door of
continued harrassment from
floorrnates' boyfriends (ah. the
fiuiis of a BGSU education!). I
ran down and got to my car just
In time to see a Parking & Traffic
officer positioned behind my car
preparing to give me a ticket.
There were no tickets on
surrounding cars. In fact—this
Is mportant—most of surroundim irs were off campus and
wen probably parents or others
who were here yesterday for the
game nhe only thing which
would account for such an
liillux ol off campus types).
After arriving. I questioned the

officer as to the Justness of
ticketing my car while the other
cars, which had been there
longer II got the last spot at one
a.m.. so I ought to know), were
not only not ticketed but probably not threatened with towing,
either. We disputed for several
minutes, during which he
announced that NOW he would
give me a ticket because I had
"talked smart" to him. I had
forgotten, apparently, that one's
approach to an officer of the law
should be one of meekness and
terror, even if they are exercising
the law unjustly. It's nice to
know that there "is" a way out of
,i ticket for those of us who are
naturally precious or cute...but
on with the story:
I came away with a $25 ticket,
but that's not what I'm mad
about 1 parked In the wrong
place. I got a ticket. Logical
siring of events. What I'm mad
about is the fact that no one else
on thai side of the lot (It was
only that side that was restricted) got a ticket, and I am
also mad about his explanation—because I did demand an
explanation for this
lopsided ticketing. He said that
"Parking and Traffic goes after
the students first" because they

can call them (since they have
our tags on record), and they
can't call the off-campus people.
What a crock! Yes. you can't call
the off-campus people, but you
can ticket them. You can apply
the law equally, evenly and
fairly, which is part of the
Constitution. The issue Is more
about creating a "good Image" of
BGSU for parents and footballgoers at the expense of the
students than it is about
people's phone accessability.
For goodness' sake, if they had
ticketed in order of length of
time in the lot. some of those
folks would have had two or
three tickets by then. As it was.
they had none—but It was my
car that was going to be towed,
because I was lucky enough to
be a student. Jeez!
The most funny thing of all? I
had had a long suspicion of this
sort of thing and had thought
about taking down my parking
tag so the officers would think I
was an off-campus football fan.
too. I thought this was silly. But
now I wish I had followed my
intuition, because paranoia pays
at BGSU.
Jennifer Casteen
Senior English/Art

CARffiR, LOCKtNG LESS (
LESS PROrAi&iNG, NICK
D&CIDC& TD PITT SOME
EFFORT INTO SCHOOLHORK

Balancing bikes and green space in Bowling Green
To the Editor:
Z. Reynolds, the writer of "Ban
Cars from Bowling Green" (BG
News. Thursday. Sept. 18)
certainly may be on the right
track when asking about city
planning. I have often wondered—does the City of Bowling
Green have a plan? A plan for
green space and other needs
that has some foresight? Or is it
Just one "development" (and I
live in one!) after another fed by
alleged "need" for housing? I
have noted another field at the
edge of town with suspicious
bulldozing at Its perimeter!
Everyone needs to be con cerned about the demise of
green space (and food production) as former farms are
gobbled up. While people may do
whatever they wish with their
land, my concern is that either
family farming and
"doing for ourselves" must be

f

supported or we need to shut
up about the evils of corporate
farming. We cannot have it both
ways. It seems strange to think
that the food many of us
regularly consume is food we
have had no part in producing.
Reynolds Is partly right about
cars. too. Either they have to
go or bicycles do. But I am one
that will fight to the end for any
ban on ANY form of transportation. Bicyclists must be made
to tow the mark with regard to
traffic laws—ticket them for
riding blithely through stop
signs for which cars must stop,
and for dodging back and forth
from road to sidewalk. Likewise,
nab auto drivers who do not
yield right-of-way at stop signs
when bikes are ridden correctly,
or who. without regard to
oncoming traffic, pull around
bikes on the berm. Bikes and
cars on the road each must
1

obey the same laws to coexist.
Other forms of transportation
like "bladlng" on the road are
likewise open to individual
Interpretation. I think the key
may be. "What would you have
to do If you were driving your
car?"
Life In a community is enhanced by allowing for the
diverse needs of all. But diversity brings the need for as much
order as will Insure safety.
Planning for this diversity in
green space allotments and
transportation may seem
unrelated, but I submit that
they are part and parcel of what
makes life In university towns
tolerable.

Ed Dullng
Bowling Green
Ass't Prof. Music Ed.

Letters to the Editor Policy:
The BG News encourages readers' input to discuss topics of interest to the BGSU community. If you
would like to have something printed in the BG News, we offers two formats:
* Letters to the Editor are to be less than 500 words (less than two typed, double-spaced pages).
* Longer pieces (between 800-900 words) may be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will
be subject to space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Please include your address, major, academic class and phone number (phone numbers are strictly
for verification and not for publication). If you are not a BGSU student, please provide your position or any affiliation with the University or the community.
Letters rfiust be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought in saved on a Macintosh-compatible
disk are preferred.
Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall, or e-mail us at bgnews9bgnet.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to
show valid identification.
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all writings received. The News reserves
the right to edit any and all letters.
Anonymous letters will be printed if valid identification is given and the editorial board deems
anonymity is in the proper interests of the writer.
The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
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FACT:
The Falcon football learn had 56 net yards of total
offense Saturday against Kansas State.

THREE

FICTION:
The Falcons averaged one yard per player that made
the trip (actually. 59 players travelled, making the
average just under one yard per player).

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
HOMECOMING
CALENDAR

A look at what some members of the community think about the issue of the day:
Today's Question:

"What did you do this
weekend?"

A quick look at Homecoming events
planned this week. The annual Homecoming game is Saturday at 2 p.m.
against Northern Illinois.

Monday, 9/28/97
Carnival and Merchandise
Sales (10 a.m.-4 p.m.)
Brad Buescher
Senior
Human Movement Sci.

Mike Forbes
Graduate Student
Business

Mitchell Arnwine
Sophomore
Environmental Science

Kris Ludemann
Sophomore
International Business

Menggang Yu
Graduate Student
Math and Statistics

Union Mall. Homecoming
apparel, African, Asi.in. Indian and
South American cultural merchandise, tye-dye shirts, dunking booth,
carnival games, caricaturists, balloon
artists and more.

"Friday, I did some
partying with my
friends. Saturday, I
golfed and pretty
much just hung out."

"I'm an assistant coach
for the girls' soccer
team at Perrysburg
High School and we
had a game."

"I went to Cedar Point
and did some other
things ... that I don't
want in print."

"Not too much - went
to some parties, went
to a philanthropy, did
some laundry."

"Mostly homework
and a little bit of music
and watching TV."

Homecoming Barbeque
(j 1:30 a.m.-l-M p.m.)

Union Mall. Hamburgers/veggiv
burgers, chips at .1 soda. $2.50 cash/
bur- arable.

Homecoming King and
Queen Elections (10 a.m.-4
p.m.)

OHIO Weather
Monday, Sept. 29
AccuWcaihcr* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures

Union Mall. Must have valid
student ID.

jUOIB OF
AY

Ice Cream Social (5:30 p.m.7:30 p.m.)
Union Mall. Free. Meet the
Homecoming King and Queen
candidates.

MICH

"They all start off minor. This one
was contained, though."

Toledo | 70°

£Q

Tuesday, 9/30/97
Carnival and Merchandise
Sales (10 a.m.-4 p.m.)

BG Fire Chief
Joe Burns

Mansfield

Union Mall. Homecoming
apparel, African, Asian, Indian and
South American cultural merchandise, tye dye shirts, dunking booth,
carnival games, caricaturists, balloon
artists and more.

in the wake of Sunday's fires at Hayes and Moore Musical Arts
buildings

IND

D.iyi on 75"

Homecoming King and
Queen Elections (TO a.m.-4
p.m.)

THUMBS UP

Cincinnati 74°

■ To professors for not giving homework on the day after
a test. Whew.
^

|

■

■ To reruns of "Super Friends" on the Cartoon Channel.

|

Portsmouth 77" |

KY

■ To teachers who cancel a whole week of classes so they
can honor their social engagements. It sure helps our
"social" engagements, too.

Showers T-storms Ram

Flumes

Snow

Ice

■ To the fire department, for saving BGNet and Kobacker
Hall - and all in one afternoon.

Sunny Pt Ctoudj^^toudy

Via Associated Press GraphicsNet

THUMBS DOWN
■ To people who steal dry-erase pens. Get a life!

TODAY'S

■ To summer weather AFTER you've taken all your
summer clothes back home.

WEATHER

■ To the Hayes Hall fire, for shutting down BGNet. Oh,
the humanity!

Today

■ To the Falcon football team. 58-0. 'Nuff said.

Qlil>^

Hazy. High: 76. Low: 52.

Union Mall. Must have valid
student ID.

Wednesday, 10/1/97
Carnival and Merchandise
Sales (10 a.m.-4 p.m.)
Union Mall. Homecoming
apparel, African, Asian, Indian and
South American cultural merchandise, tye dye shirts, dunking booth,
carnival games, caricaturists, balloon
artists and more.
Homecoming King and
Queen Elections (It) a.m.-4
p.m.)
Union Mall. Must have valid
student ID.
BGSU Gospel Choir
Concert (1Z:30 p.m.-l:30
p.m.)
Union Mall. Free.

Homecoming Spirit
Banner Judging (noon)
Banners on display outside
Jerome Library.

Campus film: "The Wiz" (7
p.m.)

Tuesday

Gish Film Theatre. Free.

Cooler, but more sun. High: 55. Low: 42.

PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at the University. We at The BG News consider it an offbeat page where we
try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of our staff. Have a nice day.

The calendar of events is a service of The
BG News for the community. A more
complete listing of these events can be
found on the University web page.

Check out the Monday Feature every week in The BG News
What will a great
GRE score get you'
A. Admission to your top-choice
grad program
B. Early acceptance
C. Scholarships & fellowships
D. Teaching assistantships
E. All of the above

E. All of the above
Call today and find out why nearly
3 million students have chosen Kaplan
to help them score higher.
expert teachers superior materials

smart technology

KAPLAN
l-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

:GRE

GRE
Classes
starting
9/30!

Call today
to enroll
with the
World's
Leader In
Test Prep.
proven results

Congratulates and proudly
announces the 1997-1998
DREAM TEAM

FOLLOW THAT
GOLF CART PARADE!
Kreischer/Harshman•

Amy Bandfield-Director
Thad Doyle Julianne Patterson Jason Armstrong
Asst. Director
Asst. Director
Asst. Director
Plannins
Internal
External
Nicole Golebiewski -Family Relations
Kacy Shaw-Caterins
Kelly Heider-Dancer Relations
Christie Chipps-Entertainment
Chasity Hoey-Event Management
Carrie Zimmer-Finance
Amy Flowers-Morale
Lisa Maselli-Special Promotions
Diane Grassi-Marketing
Kristen Nicholl-Communications
Carrie Kramer-Public Relations
Beth Urban-Advisor

Brian Larson-Asst. Advisor

Making miracles happen in the lives of children.

OKAY, HERE'S THE SCOOP.
FORTY GOLF CARTS AND
HUNDREDS OF SCREAMING
FALCON FANS WILL BE
PARADING FROM THE THREE MAIN HALLS TO MEET
FOR THE HOMECOMING PEP RALLY ON THE LAWN
BETWEEN HARSHMAN AND KREISCHER.

*IF INTERESTED IN RENTING A GOLF CART,
SIGN UP IN THE STUDENT UNION,
ROOM 330.
FOR MORE INFO CALL 372-2343
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Continued from page one.
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digest

ing a youthful wit, Farr's career
is nowhere near over. He recently completed a 100-city tour
of the play "The Odd Couple."
Now he Is working on a revival of
the play and film, "George Washington Slept Here."
Farr showed a great appreciation for what he has accomplished, but offered a few words
of advice to those in attendance.

Compiled Irom sialt and wire reports

CIA

CIA to draft regulations to curtail lobbying
WASHINGTON - Stung by disclosures that CIA agents lobbled the White House on behalf of a businessman with a shady
reputation, the nation's spy agency is drafting regulations to curtail such practices. The proposals by CIA Director George Tenet
come in the wake of colorful and sometimes embarrassing testimony by high roller Roger Tamraz to a Senate committee investigating campaign finance practices. Unresolved by the testimony Is whether Tenet or other CIA higher-ups knew about the
in-house lobbying at the time.

"Love what you do, do what you
love, respect what you do and
have a work ethic," said Farr.
He also shared, what he called
the best three woxls of advice
anyone has ever given him,"Save
your money." Being financially
secure, said Farr, gives you independence and power.

■ VETO

Clinton to use line-item 'energetically'
WASHINGTON - President Clinton pledged to use his lineitem veto power energetically to eliminate wasteful pork-barrel
projects. But the politics of canceling pivotal lawmakers' pet
projects could make implementing the pledge difficult. Decision
time is fast approaching, with a $9.2 billion military construction
bill, which critics claim is laden with scores of such projects,
already on Clinton's desk. Among its potential pork are projects
supported by the speaker of the House, the Senate's majority and
minority leaders and such veteran powerhouses as Sen. Robert
C. Byrd, a West Virginia Democrat.

DUI

Welfare to receive first test
WASHINGTON - Despite a sunny economy and declining
numbers of people on welfare nationwide, many states will fail
this week's first big test of how well the new welfare law works.
By Wednesday, states must meet a stringent work requirement
for three-fourths of their two-parent welfare families. A SO-state
survey by The Associated Press reveals that fewer than half the
states are confident they will meet the target, and at least 17 are
certain to fall short.

Astronaut joins Atlantis crew

■ AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

The Associated Press

PISCATAWAY, NJ. - Affirmative action allowed Debra Williams to keep her job. It also raised her blood pressure, corroded
relationships with colleagues and, by her own reckoning, made
her feel worthless. The black high school business teacher became a reluctant symbol of racial decision-making when the Piscataway school board, needing to lay off one teacher, dismissed
an equally qualified white instructor. Sharon Taxman, hired to
the same department on the same day as Ms. Williams, lost her
job in 1989 because of an affirmative action policy that urged retaining minorities, all other things being equal. She filed a discrimination complaint that has reached the U.S. Supreme Court
in what legal scholars say could become a landmark test of affirmative action,
■ IT'S A BOY

Schwartzennegger and Shriver parents of another son
LOS ANGELES - Arnold Schwarzenegger and Maria Shriver
have a new addition to the family, another son.
The 9 -pound baby boy was delivered 5:45 p.m. Saturday at a
Los Angeles area hospital, publicist Catherine Olim said Sunday.
No name was disclosed.
"Mother and baby are in great shape and resting well. Everyone is ecstatic," Olim said, adding that the action film star was
with his wife during delivery.
The couple now has two boys and two girls.
■ FAYED DEATHOVERLOOKED

Shields blames media for overlooking death
NEW YORK - The tragedy of Dodi Fayed's untimely death has
been unfairly overlooked by the media, according to former girlfriend Brooke Shields.
"Everybody has been focused on Diana, and that's understandable, but not much has been said about Dodi, and for those
of us who knew him there should be some recognition," Shields
says in the new TV Guide. "He had a tenderness I don't think
(many were) aware of."
Fayed died with Princess Diana in a Paris car crash a month
ago that triggered an international outpouring of grief for Diana.
Shields, star of the NBC sitcom "Suddenly Susan" and now
married to tennis star Andre Agassi, dated Fayed in the late
1980s. They remained good friends up until his death.
"The saddest part is that I think he was just beginning to be
happy," Shields said.

SPACE CENTER, Houston Space shuttle Atlantis pulled up
and docked with a mercifully
steady Russian Mir station Saturday to drop off American David Wolf following weeks of contentious debate about his safety.
"I'm going to like this place,"
Wolf assured Mission Control
after a quick look around.
To the relief of the 10 people in
orbit and hundreds of flight controllers below, the main computer on the dilapidated Mir did not
break down during the rendezvous, nor did anything else of
note.
As soon as the hatches swung
open, shuttle commander James
Wetherbee handed the Mir crew
a new computer. "You guys have
done a great job up here," he
said.
Laughter filled the giant orbiting complex.
"Good to see you buddy," one
crewman said. "How've you
been?" asked another. And for
American Michael Foale, who's
been living on Mir since May,
there was this loud, happy greeting: "Mikey!!"
Wolf, whose four-month mission was approved by NASA just
last week despite objections
from some key members of Con-

MIT student hospitalized after drinking
The Associated Press
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Corrections

pose crowding problems.
FEATURE
The new law also requires a
mandatory drug treatment pro- Continued from page one;
gram at the DUI prison. Many
states now have bed space for director for the Ohio DHS, said
drunken drivers and drug ad- the requirements of places to
dicts, but few mandate that the care for infants and toddlers is
inmates undergo treatment, said tougher than it is for older chilRod Woods, who oversees the dren.
Ohio prison system's drug treat"If the child is under a year
ment and substance abuse pro- old, an infant, you must have one
grams.
qualified attendant for every five
children. However, if your room
Woods said the challenge will of infants are all between 12 and
be to have an intensive treatment 18 months, you can have one perprogram, given the severity of son for every six Infants. Toddlers between the ages of 18 and
the alcohol problems.
30 months have a 1-7 ratio requirement and children under
three years require a 1-8 ratio,"
Hayes said.
She added that the requirements for getting a license make
it difficult for opening a day-care
center.
"The requirements are pretty
extensive," Hayes said. "First,
you have to approach the department, then we'd have to Inspect everything: your staff, the
facilities, including the zoning
and structural building." Freeman says it's these requirements
that discourage the opening of
day- care centers.
"It's not a very profitable business. It's very expensive to provide for a qualified staff and all
the equipment needed," she said.
"For infants and toddlers, it's
worse because they have to have
more individual equipment. You
can use the same table for six
preschoolers; but for infants, you
Ai.ocUif d Preai pk«o
need six individual cribs."
"You also need thirty-five
The space shuttle Atlantis spent its second day docked to the Russian
square feet for every child in
Space Station Mir Sunday in this image from NASA television.
your building. We'd not only need
gress, will replace Foale on SunDespite three breakdowns in as to have more staff, but a bigger
day. There wasn't enough time to many weeks, Mir's central com- building to expand our license,"
make the switch before Satur- puter kept the station in the Freeman added. "My personnel
costs are my highest costs, and
day's bedtime.
proper position for docking, and they are not making that much"
The requirements placed by
Foale, whose 4 -month tenure only a minor shuttle shift was reincluded the worst wreck ever in quired as Atlantis snuggled up to the state also provide for a stanspace and a barrage of computer Mir 250 miles above the Russian- dard of quality care for the chilcrashes, said he couldn't wait to Kazak border. Engineers had dren, she said.
"You don't want to warehouse
go home to his family. He's espe- spent days debating what to do in
cially eager to see his quickly case the computer failed at the children. The more attention
they get, the more healthy their
growing 3-year-old son.
last minute.
development becomes," Freeman said.

not been as successful is in decreasing recidivism," said Sen.
that judges sentence people to Bruce Johnson, the Columbus
prison."
Republican who sponsored the
Under a one-year-old law, tougher penalties.
drivers with five drunken drivAbout 107,000 Ohio drivers
ing convictions in six years must have three or more drunken drivserve a prison term ranging from ing convictions, according to Bu60 days to 18 months and undergo reau of Motor Vehicle statistics.
treatment for substance addic- And nearly 800,000 Ohioans have
tion.
been convicted of driving drunk
Since the law took effect, about in the last 12 years and the num35 offenders have been sent to ber is steadily increasing.
prison for drunken driving.
Officials say that if just 10 per"We have made great progress cent - or more than 10,000 - of
in increasing drunk driving the repeat drunken drivers end
awareness, but where we have up in the prison system, it could
Continued from page one.

■ WELFARE

Woman keeps job because of affirmative action

^^^P ^^^

Homecoming candidate's name corrected
Amy Schuller is a candidate for Homecoming Queen at the
University. Her name was misspelled in Friday's BG News.

liuclaid Prtu »k«.

BOSTON - A Massachusetts
Institute of Technology freshman pledge lapsed into an alcohol-induced coma after a fraternity party, prompting the school
to suspend the Phi Gamma Delta
chapter.
Scott Krueger, 18, of Orchard
Park, N.Y., was in critical condition Sunday at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, where
paramedics took him early Saturday.
His parents said the teen's
blood-alcohol level reached .410

Scott Kreuger

Software
Architects,
Inc.

(Pi)
$wi&rtf
unch • Dinner • Spirits
110 North Main Street
419-352-9222
Largest Vegetarian
Menu in 7bwn/

Mon.

"Meet the Firm Night"

DJ Request
Nite with
Jamahl

Software Architects, Inc. invites all students interested in
pursuing a career in Information Systems Consulting to anend
our "Meet the Firm Night" Open House.

Tues.

When: Tuesday, September 30*
6:00-9:00pm
Where: Easy Street Cafe
104 S. Main Street

Country Music
Nite with Gary

t

Music starts®
Opm. No Cover!

Sunday Full Liquor License
Make Your Datm Party Reservations Nowl

BG Ncwi Pholo by Jeremy Martir

Jamie Farr discusses his career.

percent - five times the legal
limit for drivers in Massachusetts. Darlene Krueger said
her son attended a fraternity
function before losing consciousness.
"They told me it was a party
where little (fraternity) brothers
were paired off with big brothers," Mrs. Krueger said. "The
freshmen had to drink a certain
amount of alcohol collectively."
Vomit and empty liquor bottles
were found In Krueger's frat
house room, Boston police said.

FIRE
Continued from page one.

air out the building and survey
the damage.
No one was injured in either
fire.
Clif Boutelle, director of Public
Relations, said there was no indication that classes would be disrupted In either building today.
"Everything seems to be fine
right now," Boutelle said. "They
were discovered and put out very
quickly. Both fires are undetermined at this point."

PICTURE
YOURSELF IN
PEACE CORPS
We are looking for
students who will graduate in
1998 for international jobs in
education, environment,
agriculture, business, health,
French and youth development Call today to discuss
your qualifications.

This is a great opportunity to learn more about the challenging
world of consulting directly from Bowling Green graduates who
have joined our firm over the years.

&
Dress is casual Appetisers and beverages will he served,
www.sirli com

I*

(800) 424-8580
www.peacecorps.gov
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Sports
BG sets dubious records in 58-0 loss
Jfan

Jim Tocco
Sports Editor
372-2602

Out of Bounds

□ Kansas State crushes
BG, allowing the Falcons only56 total yards.

TOCCO
BG News
Sports Editor

It's time for
baseball to
forgive Rose
Pete Rose officially applied
for reinstatement into baseball
Friday.
Eight years ago, "Charlie
Hustle" - baseball's all-time
leader in hits (4,256), games
(3,562), at-bats (14,053), and 31
other categories -- was banned
from the game he embodied
for 26 years. The charge was
betting on baseball, a conclusion made by thencommissioner Bart Giamatti
on little to no substansive
proof.
Now, after Rose has waited
eight years, served a prison
sentence for tax evasion, and
been completely torn down by
the game he helped build up,
it's time to let him back in.
A 1994 telephone poll conducted by Sports Illustrated
concluded that 97 percent of
baseball fans think Rose belongs in baseball's Hall of
Fame.
And not only does Rose need
to be in the Hall of Fame, but
the Hall of Fame needs Rose.
The Cooperstown shrine is
empty without the man who
broke Ty Cobb's 57-year-old
hit record, and who played
every game with the fire of a
true competitor.
On May 9,1989, John Dowd
came out with a report entitled
"The matter of Peter Edward
Rose," a document requested
by Giamatti. After reading its
findings, Giamatti met with
Rose, and the two mutually
(yeah, right) decided that Rose
would be banished from baseball.
The fact is the Dowd report
contained no specific cases or
evidence suggesting that Rose
bet on baseball. And Rose denies it to this day.
When asked by reporters if
he thought Rose had made the
bets, Giamatti said he was sure
of it.
But, even if Rose is guilty,
can anyone really question the
intensity of his game? Can
anyone really believe that
Rose didn't play his hardest?
This is the guy who would sacrifice his body for an extra
base. This is the guy who ended catcher Ray Fosse's career
when he bowled him over in
the 1970 All-Star Game. If betting ever affected his game, It
only made him play harder.
Baseball found it in its heart
to forgive Yankee pitcher
Steve Howe EIGHT TIMES
for testing positive for cocaine
(Whoops, you screwed up.
Well, I guess everyone is entitled to messing up EIGHT
TIMES.)
And former commissioner
Bowie Kuhn actually once
banned both Mickey Mantle
and Willie Mays from baseball
- with solid evidence - for betting. But nobody knows about
that. They were promptly
reinstated and the whole situation was quickly swept under
the rug. Mantle and Mays were
too important to the game to
exclude.
The same is true for Pete
Rose. He's too important to
baseball to leave out any
longer. It's time to offer forgiveness to Rose, and also to
beg for his forgiveness. To exclude a man from a game that
he did so much to glorify is
inexcusable.

By SCOTT BROWN
The BC News
MANHATTAN, Kan. - After a
narrow win over Mid-American
Conference foe Ohio on Sept. 13,
Kansas State heard for two
weeks about how it was overrated and not nearly good enough
for its No. 18 ranking in the nation.
With an undermanned Bowling
Green team in town Saturday, the
Wildcats unleashed their frustrations.
Kansas State ran roughshod,
piling up 638 total yards of
offense on the way to a humiliating 58-0 loss for
Bowling Green
in front of
41,524 fans at
KSU Stadium.
The Wildcats
marched seemingly at will, at
one point scoring on eight
possessions in
a row.
BG's offense, meanwhile, registered a historically feeble performance. The Falcons totalled
just 56 total yards (negative-9
rushing), setting a new school record for offensive futility (see
related box).
It is the worst loss for a Bowling Green team in 62 years, dating to a 63-0 loss to Toledo in
193S.
"They are a good football
team," said a terse BG coach
Gary Blackney.
The Falcons operated two
starters short on both sides of the
ball, including backup quarter back Ricky Schneider starting
(see related story).
But Kansas State's buzzsaw
was one even a fully-armed Falcon team couldn't have handled
Saturday.
"Any time you get a shutout,
it's a tribute to your team no matter who you're playing," KSU
coach Bill Snyder said. "Our defense played very well."
The Wildcats registered three
sacks and had pressure in the
Falcon backfield on almost every
play. Of BG's six first downs, two
of them came only after KSU
penalties.
And on offense - as was expected - the Wildcat offensive
front, averaging 314 lbs. to a
man, wore down a Falcon front
decimated by injury. The Wildcats rushed for 429 yards, led by
Eric I lickson's 163 on 19 carries.
"We're not looking for no excuses," said BG defensive line-

Alloclatcd PnMt photo

Redshirt Freshman quarterback Rickey Schneider is sacked by senior
Taclke Jerome Evans and junior linebacker Jeff Kelly. Schneider
7-for-20 passing for 65 yards. He rushed seven times for -31 yards.
man Letosky Carey. "We're just
looking to get better. Everybody
on the field has a chance to play
hard ... it doesn't matter who is
hurt."
The tone of the game - understandably - was set on the first
two possessions by either team.
Kansas State took the ball first,
but an errant snap was recovered
by Carey on KSU's 42-yard line.
On BG's first play from
scrimmage, Schneider was
sandwiched for a nine-yard loss.
Two plays later, the Falcons
punted - and Kansas State then
methodically marched 91 yards
in 10 plays for the game's first
touchdown.
BG's Chris Hubbard returned
the insuing kickoff to the BG 47 more great field position for the
Falcon offense - but the Falcons
went three-and-out again.
The Falcons ended up with a
net offense of negative three

He was filling in for regular quarterback Bob Nicmet, out with a
concussion suffered in last week's game against Akron.

Also see related story, next page

yards in the first quarter with no
first downs.
"They were playing great out
there, running to the ball and just
swarming us," said BG offensive
lineman Sam Hemke. "They
came out with a lot of emotion,
pumped up and flying around."
Starting with its fourth possession of the game, the Wildcats
scored the next eight times they
toucl . J the ball. KSU was up
20-0 at halftime, and on its first
four possessions of the second
half needed drives of just 37, 34,
22 and 27 yards to score 24 quick
points.
Two of those short drives resulted from Falcon fumbles.
BG stands 2-3 on the season -

Falcon Futility
A look at the dubious records Bowling Green set in Saturday's
58-0 loss to Kansas State:
■ Negatlve-9 yards rushing: school record (old mark was positlve-3 yards against Penn State in 1987)
■ S6 yards total offense: school record (old mark was 72 yards
vs. Miami in 1951)
■ S8 point margin: largest since 63-0 loss to Toledo in 1935
■ 638 yards total offense by KSU: most ever allowed by Falcon
defense (old mark of 623 by Miami in 1950)
the first Falcon team in Black- was 3-for-3 for 67 yards and was
ney's seven-year tenure to be also the Wildcats' second-leading
under .500 after five games.
rusher with 78 yards.
Kansas State is 3-0 with all
BG's leading rusher was Robthree wins coming over MAC bie I lollis, with a paltry 20 yards
schools.
on 15 carries.
KSU quarterback Michael
The Falcons host Northern IlliBishop completed 8-of-12 for 142 nois for this week in the annual
yards. Backup QB Jon Beasley homecoming game.

Falcons stick to plan at Indiana
□ BG's race strategy results in
a deceiving finish.
By JASON McMAHON
The BC News
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. - The Bowling
Green men's cross country team went
into Saturday's Indiana Invitational with
a game plan - and went out in 11th place.
But the team place did not indicate the
success of the plan.
The Falcons finished with a team total
of 285, tied with Cumberland College and
sandwiched between intrastate foes Dayton and Wright State.
Lindsay Wilson, a Kenyan-dominated
team from Kentucky, won the meet with
50 points. Cincinnati was second with 95.
Sixteen teams competed in the event.

BG coach Sid Sink instructed his team
to run as a pack through the first 3,000
meters. The Falcons had started their
previous races too aggressively, and it
caught up with them at the end.
At Indiana - the first 10,000-meter
race for the Falcons this year - BG ran a
much more conservative race. The Falcons stayed close through the first 3,000
meters before breaking up.
"We went out slow especially with it
being a tough, hilly course and a 10K and
we've been dying," Sink said. "We went
out as a group for the first 3K and then
tried to keep people together after that."
Sink was pleased with how the team
stuck to the plan, though he did admit the
Falcons may have started a little overly
conservative. The BG pack was positioned around 100th place for most of the
first two miles.

"At the 3K mark, if you would have
taken the team score, we might have
been last," Sink said. "That's how far
back we were. But our guys moved up
well from there."
Senior Craig Nieset led the BG surge
once the pack dispersed. Nieset, who had
tired late in previous races, stayed
strong throughout and finished in 40th
place at 33 minutes, 48 seconds.
"Craig Nieset had the best race of the
year and really felt strong the whole
way," Sink said. "That's going to really
help his confidence. We needed that."
Junior Pat Carney was the next Falcon
across the line at 34.22 in 57th place.
Follwing him were redshirt freshman
Dave Anderson and junior Sam Fitzpatrick, two runners who moved up well
throughout the race.
Anderson, an 800-meter runner in

track, was competing in the first
10,000-meter race of his career. He finished in 61st place at 34:39, a performance that led Sink to single him out for
praise.
Fitzpatrick made his charge late in the
race to finish 65th at 34:49.
Redshirt freshman Aaron Usher, a
surprise No. 1 runner for the Falcons at
last weekend's Mel Brodt Invite, rounded
out the BG scoring with a 71st-place
35:02.
Seniors Dan Quinn (77th, 35:12) and
Rob Bowman (80th, 35:17) and junior
• See CAMEPLAN, page seven.

Take part in Homecoming's Campus Adopt-A-Block project
on Wednesday, October 1,1997. Clean-up from 5pm to
6pm Volunteer Party 6pm - 7pm. Free Pizza & Pop!

"BGSU...There's no place
like a CLEAN home!!!"
All Campus Organizations are welcome!! Must
sign up at UAO office at 330 Student Union by
12 Noon, Tuesday, September 30, 1997!!
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y calendar fa" Falcon athletics
DONT MISS: Homecoming football and
an important volleyball match vs. Miami
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FRIDAY
SATURDAY _____________
SUNOAY
______________
__^________
vs Northern Illinois
'"2pm ""
Doyl Percy

FOOTBALL
VOLLEYBALL
SOCCER
vs. West Virginia
4 p.m.
Motgantown. W Va

SOCCER
WOMEN'S

•

CROSS COUNTRY
CROSS COUNTRY
TENNIS

Wolverine Invite
all day
Ann Arbor. Mich.

WOMEN'S

GOLF

Wolverine Invite
all day
Ann Arbor. Mich

□ Second string quarterback Joe Beasley
tacks on an extra touchdown.
By SCOTT BROWN
The BC News

BG Newg PhMo by Jeremy Martin
Freshman Abby Bratton won two singles matches and dropped one this weekend at the BGSU Invitational.

Women's tennis team unofficially
wins BGSU Invite over weekend
players is a large tennis team. We
want to keep improving all year
so we're in our peak performance
for the MAC season."
The teams of Deidee BissingerAbby Bratton, Erika WasilewskiMegan Rhodes and Kelly Dredge-Beth Wilson all won doubles
flight titles.
Bissinger and Bratton took
flight one with wins over April
Lempa-Sonja Vojnov (UT) 8-4;
Heather Long-Tara Williams
(EKU) 8-1; and Julie RothLindsay Weber (XU) 8-5.
In her first match this year,
Bissinger won her only singles
match over Gwen Sikora (XU)
6-1,6-4 in flight four.
Besides seeing her first action,
Bissinger stepped up to the challenge of advising Bratton on
playing at the collegiate level.
The two continuously talked
strategy in between play. Bissinger thinks it's important not
only for the seniors, but also for
all the experienced players to
step up to help out the newcomers.
"Last year, we had a lot of
leadership on our team," Bissinger said. "That's important to
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SECOND QUARTER

Controversy
brewsover
score padding

FAMIIY lEUtniNS
EWEMTMAJUBEMEMT

0
13

vs Western Mich.
2:00 p.m.
Kalama~oo, Mich

BGSU Pro-Am
' all day
Courts

The Bowling Green women's
tennis team wanted to carry the
early-season momentum into the
BGSU Invitational.
The Falcons showed their intentions to Toledo, Eastern Kentucky and Xavier Saturday and
Sunday winning the tournament
unofficially.
The Falcons went 18-6 in singles play, winning four flights
and tying for first in another. BG
also went 12-3 in doubles play,
winning four flights.
"It was a strong performance
for us this weekend," Falcon
coach Penny Dean said. "We really got some peak performances.
Even from the kids that didn't
win their flights, I thought we
saw that. We battled through
some mentally emotional problems.
"It's gratifying to see every
player play and play well Eleven

0
7

KSU - Lawrence 1-yard run, Gramatica kick (7:51)
Onve: 10 plays, 91 yards, 4:05 Key Plays: Bishop 20-yard run on keeper,
Penes 41-yard reception S<ore: Lawrence goes up the gut

Notre Dame Invite
2:45 p.m.
South Bend. Ind

WOMEN'S

By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BC News

Bowling Green at Kansas State

vs. Marshall
2 p.m.
Huntington, W.va

Notre Dame Invite
5 p.m.
South Bend, Ind

MEN'S

□ The strong start carries into BGSU Invitational.

_____^___
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FIRST QUARTER
vs. Akron
7:15 p.m.
Arkon, Ohio

MEN'S

WOMEN'S

Saturday Septomber 27 1997
KSUStadwm
Manhattan. Kan

Bowling Green
Kansas State

vs Mi.vni

vs Wnghl Slate
7 p.m.
Dayton. Ohio

Game 5

M
M
fc_

take some of their jitters away.
It's fun, too. Abby and I haven't
played together very long, but we
know what each other is going to
do and it works out. We play real
well together."
Jenny Cheung played the other
two flight four singles matches,
losing to Sara Haney (EKU) 1-6,
6-2, 6-1 and Tracey Edmunds
(UT) 4-6,6-2,6-4.
Wasilewski and Rhodes won
flight three with wins over Tricia
Trapp and Bridgett Murray (UT)
8-0; Ellen Smith-Jennifer Goins
(EKU) 8-1; and Laura Fraunfelder-Tracie Fraunfelder (XU) 8-2.
Dredge and Wilson took flight
four with wins against Natasa
GligoricJamee Hose (UT) 8-0;
BG's Erika Mix-Rachel Hepner
8-5; and Denise Chokan-Jil) Norton (XU) 8-1. Also in night four.
Mix and Hepner defeated Gligor
ic-Hare 8-1, but lost to ChokanNorton 9-7.
"We hit our shots, came to the
net, and did what we were supposed to do," Rhodes said on her
doubles match title with Wasilewski.
• See TENNIS, page seven.

CPR

can keep your love alive

MANHATTAN, Kan. - Up 44-0
early in the fourth quarter, Kansas State backup quarterback
Jon Beasley connected on a
43-yard pass to wide receiver Polica Houston.
That play led to the Wildcats'
seventh straight score - and also
led to some ill will as some on the
BG sideline charged Kansas
State coach Bill Snyder with running up the score.
"I told (Beasley) I wanted him
to throw the football," Snyder
said. "I told him I'd take the critism ... because he needed the opportunity to throw the football."
Blackney dismissed any talk of
that after the game. Blackney
and Snyder did not meet after the
game.
"They'll find out how good they
are next week," a terse Blackney
said after the game. Kansas State
visits Big 12 favorite Nebraska
next week.
Although the BG head coach
did not meet Snyder after the
game, Snyder did say that a
member of Blackney's family
approached him and was "unhappy"
Snyder did say that he hopes to
contact Blackney in the near future to clear the situation.
"That wasn't the intent,"
Snyder said. "Our No. 2's needed
some work."

KSU - Bishop 1-yard run, Gramatica kick (12:05)
Drive: 8 plays, 66 yards, 3:09. Key Play: Charles 15-yard tun with 15-yatd
unsportsmanlike penalty against BG tacked on Score Bishop keeps on the
sneak
KSU - Gramatica 23-yard field goal (8:07)
Drive: 8 plays. 36 yards, 2:48 Key Play Hickson 15-yard run.
KSU - Gramatica 27-yard field goal
Drive 10 plays. 76 yards. 3 46 Key Play Swift 26-yard reception; Bishop is
stopped one yard shod on OB keeper to set up Held goal

THIRD QUARTER
KSU - Gramatica 46-yard field goal
Drive: 6 plays. 37 yards. 3:06. Key Play: Hickson 32-yard run.
KSU - Hickson 1-yard run, Gramatica kick (5:12)
Dnve: 6 plays, 34 yards, 2:41. Key Play Penes 25-yard catch Score: Hickson
.goes off left tackle ,
KSU - Lawrence 5-yard run, Gramatica kick (4:02)
Drive: 2 plays, 22 yards. 0:25. Key Play BG tumbles ball away on own 22-yard
line. Score Lawrence goes off tight tackle and finds huge hole

FOURTH QUARTER
KSU - McDonald 5-yard pass from Beasley, Gramatica kick
(14:54)
Drive: 4 plays. 27 yards, 1:23. Key Play Drive set up by a BG tumble on its
own 27-yard line. Score: McDonald, on out route, outieaps BG receiver Tom
Gabram tor the ball in the end zone
KSU - Charles 12-yard run, Rheem kick (10:25)
Drive: 4 plays, 80 yards, 1:37 Key Ploy Houston 42-yard catch Score:
Charles goes oft right tackle, breaks numerous tackles
KSU - Lawrence 6-yard run, Rheem kick (4:57)
Drive: 6 plays. 61 yards. 3:01. Key Play: Beasley 58-yard run. Score:
Lawrence goes right, untouched.

Team Statistics
First Downs
rushing
passing
penalty
Rushing Attempts
Net Yards Rushing
Net Yards Passing
passes attempted
passes completed
passes had intercepted
Total Offensive Plays
Total Net Yards
average gain per play
Fumbles: Number-lost
Penalties: Number-yards
Possession time

BG

KSU

6
1
3
2
27
-9
65
20
7
0
47
56
1.2
4-2
4-40
25:59

29
19
8
2
62
429
209
15
11
0
77
638
8.3
3-1
'8-58
34:01

Individual Statistics
RUSHING: (BG) Hollis 15-20, Martin 1-2, Weathersby 2-2,
Hubbard 2-(-2), Schneider 7-(-31). (KSU) Hickson 19-163,
Beasley 2-78, Charles 11-66, Bishop 10-37, Lawrence 9-32,
Goolsby 4-31, Claybon 4-15, Gangwish 1-5, Vidrickse 2-2.
PASSING: (BG) Schneider 7-20-0-65-0. (KSU) Bishop 8-12-0142-0. Beasley 3-3-0-67-1.
RECEIVING: (BG) Hamilton 2-41, Hollis 2-18, Holcomb 1-5,
Steinke 1-5, Weathersby 1-(-4). (KSU) Peries 2-66, Houston
1-43, Swift 2-43, Burnett 1-20. Meier 1-19, Hickson 1-13,
McDonald 1-5. Charles 1-3, Lawrence 1-(-3).
ATTENDANCE: 41,524.

'His Mother might have hired an attorney."
Gary Blackney
joking about Rickey Schneider

A bumpy road for Schneider

The first career start for Ricky
Schneider as the Falcon quarterback is one to forget.
Schneider completed 7-of-20
for 65 yards, but spent most of
his time trying to elude numerous KSU defenders. The redshirt freshman watched the end
of most plays while lying on his
back.
"It was hard," Schneider said.
"They just played great defense,
finding our weaknesses. They
scouted us well and they knew
when to blitz."
Schneider was sacked three
times. He rushed seven times in
all, for negative 31 yards.
Schneider had debuted to fan-

fare last week, leading BG to a
comeback win over Akron.
"His mother might have hired
an attorney," Blackney quipped
after the game. "What an awful
thing to put him into - a great
football team and a great defense.
"He's a good character kid and
he's going to grow from this. I
don't think this will hurt his confidence."

game losing streak to open that
season, during which BG was
outscored an unbelieveable
246-0.
Quickly forgotten

The Falcons were quick to
dismiss this game, pointing
already to Homecoming this
week against Northern Illinois.
"We're going to do great next
week," Hemke said. "We have to
Unwanted history
put this loss behind us. We just
have to worry about the conferThe 1997 Falcons joined the ence.
1935 team on the list of histori"For us, this was Just go out
cally bad losses.
there and have fun and do the
The 1935 team lost to Toledo, best we could. But next week
63-0. That loss was part of a sir.- really counts for us."

Come To Sing, Come To Listen
The Toledo Symphony Chorale
Invites All Singers to An

Open House Rehearsal
Tuesday, September 30
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Hope Lutheran Church
Comer of Secor and Bancroft
Singers interested in discovering more about the Chorale
and its 97/98 Season with The Toledo Symphony are
invited to attend this informal event, led by acclaimed music
director, Thomas Sheets. Join current Chorale members in
singing through the exciting works selected for the current
season, or sit back and enjoy a working night in the life of
this excellent chorus. Music will be provided, no entrance
fee is required. Light refreshments provided.

Xt» Audition Is Necessary
For additional information, call 241-1272. ext. 131
\
y
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Mac Football Standing S
MAC
W
1
P«t.
EAST DIVISION
Ohio
2
0
1.000
Marshall
2
0
1.000
Bowling Green
2
0
1.000
Miami
2
1
.667
Kent
1
2
.333
Akron
0
2
.000
WEST DIVISION
Toledo
2
0
1.000
Central Michigan
1
1
.500
Western Michigan
1
2
.333
Eatern Michigan
1
2
.333
Ball State
0
2
.000
Northern Illinois
0
2
.000
Saturday's Results
Ohio 31, W. Michigan 7
Eastern Michigan 31, Central Michigan
24
Marshall 42, Ball State 16
LSU 56, Akron 0
Miami 38, Army 14
Kansas State 58, Bowling Green 0
Toledo 31, Nevada 15
Neat Saturday's Games
Central Michigan at Akron
Northern Illinois at Bowling Green
Ohio at Eastern Michigan
Ball State at Western Michigan
Miami at Virginia Tech
Central Florida at Kent

All
W

L

Pet.

4
4
2
3
1
0

1
1
3
1
3
4

.800
.800
.400
.750
.250
.000

4
2
2
1
1
0

0
3
3
3
4
4

1.000
.400
.400
.250
.200
.000

.. |j>l STAN DINGS

BASEBALL
By The A*MKUtrd Prn*
East Division
W
L
Pet.
60S
x-Baltimore
98 64
96 66
593
w-New York
.488
79 83
IVln.il
.481
78 84
Boston
76 86
469
Toronto
Central Division
Pet
W
L
86 75
534.
x-Cleveland
497
80 81
Qiicago
78 83
.484
Milwaukee
68 94
.420
Minnesota
.416
Kansas City
67 94
West Divisioi
W
1.
Pet.
.159
X Seattle
90
71
522
Anaheim
84
77
472
76
85
Texas
398
Oakland
64
97
, x-clinched t ivision title
w-clinched w lid card
Saturday's Games

Continued from page six.

GB

-

2
19
20
22
GB

-

6
8
185
19
GB

-

6
14
26

Cleveland 10. Minnesota 6. st game
Minnesota 6 Cleveland 4, 10 innings, 2nd
uame
Toronto 12, Boston 5
N.Y. Yankees6, Detroit 1
Seattle 9, Oakland 3
Kansas City 10, Chicago White Sox 4.
Baltimore 5. Milwaukee 4
Anaheim 8. Texas 7
Sunday's Games
lite Games Not Included
Minnesota S, Cleveland 1
N.Y. Yankees 7, Detroit 2
Toronto 3, Boston 2
Chicago White Sox 4. Kansas City 3
Baltimore 7. vlilwHukee6
Texas at Anaheim
Oakland at Seattle
End Regular Season

IrTjl

All limes EDI
■ y The Associated Press
EaslDivaion
Pet.
W
L
x Atlanta
101 61
.623
w- Florida
92
70
568
New York
88
74
543
.481
Montreal
78 84
Philadelphia
68 94
.420
Central Division
W
L
Pet.
x-Houston
84
78
519
Pittsburgh
79 83
.488
Cincinnati
76 86
.469
St. lauiis
73 89
.451
Chicago
68 94
.420
West Division
W
1.
Pet.
559
x-San Francisco 90
71
547
1..-. Angeles
88
73
Colorado
82
79
509
San Diego
75 86
.466
w-clinched wild card
x-clinched division title
Saturd jy*t Games

GB

-

9
13
23
33
CB

-

5
8
11
16
GB

-

2
8
IS

St. I .miis 12, Chicago Cubs *
NY Met s 2, Atlanta 1
lass Angeles 6, Colorado 1
San Francisco 6, San Diego
Philadelphia 8, Florida 7
Montreal b, Cincinnati 5
Houston 8, Pittsburgh 11
Sunday's Games
late Games Not Included
Cincinnati 11, Montreal 3
Philadelphia 8, Florida 7
N.Y. Mets8. Atlanta 2
St. 1 «iu is 2, Chicago Cubs 1
Pittsburgh 5, Houston 4.11 linings
Los Angeles at Colorado
San Diego at San Francisco
End Regular Season

Sports Briefs
Men's soccer captures win against Eastern Illinois
The men's soccer team defeated the Eastern Illinois Panthers
on the road yesterday, winning 4-0.
Sophomore forward Chris Dore scored two goals for the Falcons, and Jay Began and Bobby Biggs each chipped in a goal.
Goalkeeper Scott Vallow recorded his fourth shutout of the
season.
The men, ranked 17th in the nation last week, are now 6-3 on
the season.
The Mid-American Conference season begins Friday in Akron
against the arch rival Zips.

Monday
$&^

VL
5

Wilson and Dredge played
together for the first time.
"Everything went really well,"
Wilson said. "Doubles was especially good because she's (Dean)
been mixing around the teams.
That was a good win for us. We
clicked real well together."
In flight two, the team of
Cheung-Alicia Vassas beat
Haney-Crystal Sammons (EKU)
8-2 and Laura FraunfelderTracie Fraunfelder (XU) 8-2, but
lost to Tracy Edwards-Sarah
Little (UT) 8-2. Record-wise,
Vassas and Cheung tied for first
but lost the title on ti tiebreaker.
"I was extremely pleased with
the doubles teams," Dean said.
"Even though we only won three
of four titles, the No. 2 team officially tied for first place, too. It
(the tiebreaker) was based on
lost fewer games in the pro set."
In the singles flights, Bratton,
Wasilewski, Rhodes, and Wilson
won titles, while Erika Mix tied
for first under the circumstances.
Bratton won flight one by virtue of a tiebreaker. She defeated
Little 7-5, 6-1; and Williams 6-1,
6-4; but lost to Roth 7-6 (9-7), 7-6,

FOOTBALL STANDINGS

page 7

Mix won flight eight beating
Beth Carpenter (XU) 2-6, 6-4,6-4;
Laurie Nagy (UT) 6-2, 6-1. She
also lost to Chokan 7-5,4-6,6-2.

1.000
.600
500
500
000
750
.600
500
.250
.250
1.000
.800
400
.400
400

.750
.750
400
333
2S0
1.000
600
600
500
.000
.750
500
400
.200
000

Tampa Bay 19. Arizona 18
Denver 29. Atlanta 21
Detroit 26. Green Bay IS
Pittsburgh 37, Tennessee 24
Washington 24. Jacksonville 12
New York Giant.. 14, New Orleans 9
San Diego 21, Baltimore 17
Dallas 27, Chicago 3
New York Jets 31, Cincinnati 14
Oakland 35, St. Uuis 17
Kansas City 20. Seanle 17, OT
Philadelphia at Minnesota(n)

Mon-Sal 12-2:30 am
210 N. Main
Sun 5-2:30 am
Thursday Live on Stage

352-9951

RICK DERRINGER

"A night of electric retro rockin blues"

ring memorabilia to be autographed, starts at 9: *

Jackie O at midnight

A

-/SJS.

Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball

B.G. BARBER SHOP

Tracy Howitt defeated Simmons 6-2, 6-4 and Kristin Wolf
(XU) 6-2, 6-3, but lost to flight
three champion Vojnov 2-6, 6-3,
6-3. Vassas took second in flight
six with wins over Siefring 6-1,
6-2 and Gligoric 6-4, 6-2. Her loss
came to Erin Grambow (XU) 1-6,
7-6 (7-5), 6-1.
The Falcons' next action is Oct.
10-12 at the Michigan State Invitational.

412 E. Wooster St. Suite B
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Walk in or call 352-3316
for an appointment
Free Parking in the Rear

i

On Saturday, the Falcon women's and men's tennis teams will
participate together in the BGSU
Pro-Am fundraiser. Adults and
amateurs will partner up with the
team members in three divisions:
mens, womens, and co-ed. There
will be prizes for the top amateurs.

lliln
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Continued from page five.

AMERICAN CONf ERENCI
East
TPct
W
1.
0
0
New Fngland
4
NY. Jets
3
2
0
0
Buffalo
2
2
Miami
2
2
0
0
Indianapolis
0
4
Central
Jacksonville
3
1
0
Baltimore
3
?
0
Pinsburgh
2
0
2
0
Cincinnati
1
3
0
Tennessee
1
3
West
Denver
5
0
0
0
Kansas City
4
1
Oakland
2
3
0
San Diego
2
3
0
Seanle
2
3
0
NATIONAL CONfERENCl
East
W
TPct
1.
0
Dallas
3
1
Washington
3
1
0
N.Y. Giants
2
3
0
Philadelphia
2
0
1
3
0
Arizona
1
Central
5
0
0
Tampa Bay
3
2
0
Detroit
0
Green Bay
3
2
2
2
0
Minnesota
0
Chicago
0
5
West
San Francisco
3
0
1
0
Carolina
2
2
2
3
0
St. Louis
0
New Orleans
1
4
0
Atlanta
0
5
Sunday- s Games
late Came Not Included

Howard's Club H

6-4. Wasilewski won flight two
with wins over Natalie Palmer
(XU) 6-2. 6-3; April Lempa (UT)
6-1,6-2; and Long 6-2,6-1. Rhodes
took flight five with wins against
Laura Fraunfelder 6-0,6-0; Trapp
6-3,6 0; and Smith 6-1,6-0. Wilson
won flight seven defeating
Weber 6-4, 6-0; Murray 6-1, 6-0;
and Coins 6-0,6-0.

Chad Stevers (82nd, 35:31) also
competed for BG. There were
152 runners in the race.
Despite finishing in the second
tier of teams, Sink was pleased
with the overall result.
"The main thing was (to make)
a step in the right direction and
we did that," Sink said. "I think,
confidence-wise, this will really
help us."
Western Michigan, the only
other Mid-American Conference
school at the Invitational, finished fourth with 121 points. Sink
had been anxious to compete
against the Broncos, but was not
surprised by their success.
"I knew they were going to be
real good, particularly on this
type of course," Sink said. "Right
now, they've raised themselves
to another level. They're really a
level above us."

$s.so

I Extra cheese arid items available ul oil .uliiilicui.il charge. Please mention I
special '.l.iii ordering. Expires 12-31-97
|

Call Now for Free Delivery!* i

352-3080
Delivery Area. Minimum order i «••:

\£AK Of

1068 N. Main
(Next to Kroger)

^_ 'CHIC4GO
PIZZA COMP/MIY-

YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.

Monday's Game
San Francisco at Carolina, 9 p.m
Sunday. Oct. S
Cincinnati at Jacksonville, 1 p.m.
Dallas at New York Giants. 1 p.m.
Detroit at Buffalo, 1pm.
Kansas City at Miami. 1 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Baltimore, 1 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Green Bay, 1 p.m.
Washington at Philadelphia. 1 p.m.
Tennessee at Seanle, 4 p.m.
Minnesota at Arizona, 4 p.m.
New York Jets at Indianapolis, 4 p.m.
San Diego at Oakland, 4 p.m.
New Orleans at Chicago, 8 p.m.

cash back*
Power Macintosh1 6500/225
J2/2GB<12XCD/Multiple Scan 15AVA2
Zip Dnve/Ethernet/Kbd
Now $2,014** streai ■(■AIT

cash back*
PowerBook' 1400C/133
i6ii jGB/'UXCD/U/il.i" TFT display
Now $2,701*" Kron toart

91

«-»

...Wait till you see
what we have planned!

cash back*
Save another

Power Macintosh-1^,00/200
|6»GB/8XCD/Multipl* Scan 15AV/L2
Elhtm-t/Kbd
Now $i.620** aerate H-ATI

Carnival and Merchandise Sales
Be the first kid on the block 10 check out the Homecoming Carnival in the Union Mall from
10am-4pm. Homecoming T-shirts, boxers, and the mugs, cultural merchandise, lye dye
shirts, dunking booth, carnival games, caricaturists, balloon artists, popcorn, sno cones, and
cotion candy.
"Ya Know...(munch munch) These wedgie murgers...(slurp) ain't bad...(munch munch)!"
For only $2.50 (cash or bursarablc) you can fcasl on hamburgers/veggie burgers, chips, and soda
at the Homecoming BBQ in the Union Mall from 11:30am-1:30pm. It's nimin. nunm good!
Homecoming King <£ Queen Elections
I scream, you scream, we all scream for FREE
Do your part lo choose the 1997 Homecoming ICE CREAM!
King & Queen. Vote today in the Union Mall
Come to the Ice Cream Social in the Union Mall
from I0am-4pm (must have valid student ID
from 5:30pm-7:30pm and schmooz with the
Homecoming King & Queen candidates.
to vote).
Doesn't everybody spraypaint their bedsheets?
Tomorrow is the last day to turn in entries for the Homecoming Spirit Banner competition. All
entries must be submiitcd to the Milcti Alumni Center by 4pm Tuesday.

7 1 SSO

cash back*

Color StyleWriter 4100
Now $285** arratf awn

WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?
Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook.
Because in addition to getting Ihe computer that lets you do mote than
you can imagine, you can save big time. For a limited time, students are
eligible for special cash rebates.
•This is a limited time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple campus
reseller today for complete details.
BGSU Computer Sales and Rental Office
129 Hayes Hall

9fiy Jalconsl If you think_this is a gnat lineup, wait till you set what we have
planned for the rest of the week, "Wfe have carnivals, parades, a pep rally (complete
with firework} for your viewing pleasure}, a battle of the Bands, and ofcourse a
great football game against a new MAC rival. Just chetkjhis spot out every day
for the lineup of events.

In Case of Ruin, All I.vents Will He Held in the
Grand Lenhart Knllroom-l'mon

#$200

372-7724
For more Information look us up at
http://www.bgsu.edu/departments/ucs/csar/
'Prices do not Include handling and ttx.

•>-~in«
■"«. 111 aa «
UM. 1. liaiiaaa ■

>

M.

i..;. Oissr A#ea comeuti »< AII nfim MX *eoa. '•* **•«• lot., at aaaiMMi*. *—iitBi*. Mw mmummti aw »iw—a1 M
«. MK OMSUMW md QuNtTiat an l'rt*n**ii of *.*■* (o-»«to«. «x «of*t "to. * MM *** .*kd ftn> S4y ,j. Mrr ft*
swat* Ocinii to, mr1 to nuia.iWy. Wto -AM. p«*"S-to« to to» St. aaOtMttf -aMtoi to> tan* n*n »»d e*U*. U toacMtovi (a*vam *>»
'tiw"-to M.S. <*a»). <«• w».M7M o> rry too-m-osoi.
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Sports Briefs
ately, because of the schedule,
that meant we were going to have
to do that against Green Bay. But
we did what we needed to do."
In other games, previously unbeaten Jacksonville lost 24-12 to
Washington; the New York Jets
won their second in a row for the
first time since 1994, a 31-14 decision in Cincinnati; Denver beat
Atlanta 29-21 in John Elway's
first game against former coach
Dan Reeves; Pittsburgh beat
Tennessee 37-24; and Kansas
City beat Seattle 20-17 in overtime.
Also, it was Oakland 35, St.
Louis 17; Dallas 27, Chicago 3; the
New York Giants 14, New Orleans 9-, and San Diego 21, Baltimore 17.
Monday night, it's San Francisco at Carolina. Idle this weekend were New England, Miami,
Indianapolis and Buffalo.

ball, grabbed it in the air and
rumbled toward the end zone.
Mitchell, who had four turnovers in New Orleans, was 17 of
27 for 215 yards and a touchdown
and Jason Hanson kicked four
field goals. Favre, meanwhile,
was just 22 of 43 for 295 yards
and was under heavy pressure
for most of the game.
"When you've won a Super
Bowl, every game is going to be a
battle," Green Bay coach Mike
Holmgren said.

Kara-boo and Squibb
Kara - you'll always be our queen! I
Squibb • You have our vote!
Love. Karje, Kim, Shelly. Lisa

Part-omo help. 4 hour shift. Morning and afternoons. Local tire store. Some lifting required.
Fa< resume to 353-1717 or deliver to 17746 N
Owe Hwy. Bowling Green.

The victory was a franchiserecord sixth straight for Tampa
The Green Bay Packers sudBay, which is 5-0 for the first
denly find themselves looking up
time since 1979, when the Bucs
The Bowling Green volleyball team captured two league
at those perennial losers, the
went 10-6 on their way to the
matches over the weekend to stay undefeated and In first place
Tampa Bay Bucs.
NFC championship game. They
In the MAC.
Way up.
are 10-2 since losing eight of
The Falcons (11-4, 4-0 MAC) downed Marshall Friday 15-13,
While
the
Packers
were
losing
their first nine games last
15-12,15-11 and beat Ohio on Saturday 15-11,15-11,6-15,16-14.
26-15 in Detroit on Sunday, the
The 11 wins top last season's total of 10.
season.
Wendy Watkins score a triple-double in each of the two matchBucs remained one of the NFL's
"We've lost so many games like
es.
three unbeaten teams by holding
this in the past," safety John
off Arizona, 19-18. That gives
Lynch said. "It's hard work and
Tampa Bay a two-game lead over
preparation and believing you
Women's soccer drops physical contest
the Packers In the NFC Central
can win. You don't just get lucky
going into next week's meeting
at this. You get lucky for a
with the Packers in Green Bay.
Bucs 19, Cardinals 18
The women's soccer team became 0-3 In MAC play Sunday
reason."
with a 1-0 loss to Eastern Michigan.
Trent Dilfer's 31-yard touchGreen Bay (3-2) had all kinds of
Redskins 24, Jaguars 12
EMU's only goal came from freshman Rachel Schmidt, asdown pass to Karl Williams on a
troubles on Sunday with Detroit,
Aging cornerbacks Darrell
sisted by Jenny Parvianen.
which last week lost to prefourth and six with 4:48 to go won Green and Cris Dishman shut
EMU outshot BG, 26-10and out-fouled BG 17-10.
viously winless New Orleans.
it for Tampa after the Cardinals down Mark Brunell, and Gus
The Falcons, now 2-7 overall, travel to West Virginia to take on
Brett Favre threw three inter(1-3) had taken the lead on Frerofte overcame a shaky start
the Mountaineers Wednesday.
ceptions, one of them returned 45
Aeneas Williams' 42-yard inter- to throw for two touchdowns as
yards for a touchdown by lineception return and a 2-point con- the host Redskins (3-1) handed
version late in the third quarter. the Jaguars (3-1) their first loss.
backer Reggie Brown. Barry
Sanders ran for 139 yards on 28
Then Kevin Butler missed a
Green held Jimmy Smith, whe
Tennis competes in Fallon Invitational
carries 14 in the fourth quarter
47-yard field goal wide right in had more than 100 yards In each
of his three starts, to four catLions 26, Packers 15
as the Lions (3-2) controlled the
the waning seconds.
The men's tennis team took part in the Tom Fallon Invitational
ball to run out the clock.
Detroit was as enigmatic as
The Bucs (5-0) also got an ches for 52 yards. Both the
In South Bend, Ind. this weekend.
No team scores were kept, but Milan Ptak had a good weekend.
"After a game like New Or- ever against the Packers.
8-yard TD reception from Reidel 37-year-old Green and the
Ptak won three matches in class C singles, but lost to the evenThe Lions got a lift when, trial- Anthony and scored when Al- 32-year-old Dishman caused
leans, it was very important for
tual champion in the semifinals.
us to turn it around and have a ing 6-0, Favre tried to throw from shermond Singleton blocked Jeff Interceptions that set up touchgood game," Detroit quarterback the ground and threw instead Feagles' punt and returned it 28 downs. Terry Allen rushed for
122 yards on 36 carries for WashScott Mitchell said. "Unfortun- toward Brown, who deflected the yards for a touchdown.
ington.
****************************************************************************** A**************************************
The Associated Press

Volleyball wins two

Take part in
Homecoming's Campus
Adopt-A- Block protect on
Wednesday. October 1.1997
Clean-up from 5pm to 6pm
Volunteer Parry 6pm-7pm
Free Pizza & Pop

The BG News
Classified
Ads

372-6977
CAMPUS EVENTS
3-Point Shot Tournament
CASH PRIZE SMI
Wednesday. October 1,1997
5-9pm
FREE ENTRYI
Matches WIN be 15 minutes in length
No sign up-just enow upl
Sponsored by UAO
Queseoni??? Call 372-7164
AMA-AMA'AUA'JUIA-AMA
American Marketing Asaociason
Format Meeting
Tuesday. Sept 30 @ 730pm
Room 1007 BA
Speaker horn Fruchtman Advertising
AMA'AMA-AMA'AMA'AUA
BEYOND BO
LOTSOF MONEY TO BE GIVEN AWAY
ON CAMPUS ON THURSDAY OCT. 2nd
The only way youll know If it is true

is to be there
BEYOND BO

"BGSU . There's no place like
aCLEANhomafll"
AH Campus Organizations are wetcomei' Must
sign up at UAO office at 330 Student Union by
12 Noon, Tuesday. Sept. 30.19971
For more ink}, call 372-2343
webmaster. Deb McLaughlin will be on hand to
help student organizations to get started in
creating a webpage. For more information cad
372-2643.
We know some of you couldn't come before
But trust us, Collegiate 4-H offers morel
So come check us out, and see what we do.
We know that Collegiate 4-H is for you I
Ne.t meeting Wed. Ocl 1 -BA 106-9 00pm
Hope to see you there!
WHAT'S THE BEST WAY TO GET STU
DENTS TO ATTEND YOUR PROGRAM' ARE
YOU WISHING YOU COULD BE MORE
CREATIVE IN ADVERTISING YOUR EVENTS
ON CAMPUS? These questions will be answered at the Crealve Programming Workshop on Wednesday. October 8 at 7 00pm in
the Alumni Room ol the University Urvon. For
more information call Student Life at 372-2843

CITY EVENTS
Rummage sale Trinity United Methodist
Church. Summit and Court St. Thursday Oct.
2,9am - 9pm Fri. Oa. 3 9am ■ 4pm Sat Oct 4
9am-noon.

Collegiate Council ol the Match of Dimes
Learn what YOU can do to prevent birth
defects!
Informational Meeting, Tuesday, Sept 30
at 9 00pm in RM 1000 BA. Touch some Lrvesl

DISCOVER EUROPE
Nantes Summer Study Program
kilo Night
Tuesday. September 30at 7pm
Oscamp. Room 211
More info call 372-8180

or call 353 9355
See Europe and Earn College Credit
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION GROUP
Meeting Tues Sept 30.9pm in 211 University
Hal. Al are welcome.
Only 3 days llll Beyond BG Klckoft
Voting for 1997 BGSU Homecoming King 4
Queen will be held Sept 29 - Oct. 1 from 10am
lo 4pm each day. In the Union Foyer & Ed.
Blog Steps A valid student ID must be pre
aanladlovoie
WANT TO BUILD A HOME PAGE FOR YOUR
ORGANIZATION' Come to the workshop on
Tuesday, September 30 <n the Alumni Room of
the Student Unon at 700pm The University's

LOST & FOUND
(OUNO: Bracelel in Campus Manor Apis
Parking Lot. Call with description. .Chnsty
353 1281

SERVICES OFFERED
8 CASH FOR COLLEGES
GRANTS a SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
FROM PRIVATE 4 PUBLIC SECTORS.
GREAT OPPORTUNITY. CALL NOW.
1-600 537-5953.
Backpacking, canoeing, climbing A kayaking
cknics, classes & trips. Black Swamp Outfitters. 140 S River Rd . Walerville.
(419)878 3700
Pregnant??
FREE Pregnancy Tests.
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING
354 4673 BG PTxjnancyCon'o.
SKYDIVE NOW" FALL SPECIAL
JUST $100.00 PER STUDENT
Visa Mastercard accepted SKYDIVE BG
Just 10 mm. from campus 352-5200

PERSONALS

1111 Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 6
day* $279! Includes meals, free parties' Gel a
group - Go Free' Prices increase soon ■ Save
SSQI tprinQton»aktrave< com 1-800 678 6386
1111 Spring Break Cancun A Jamaica $379!
Book Early • Save! Gel a group - Go Free!
Panama City $1291 South Beach (Bars Close
Sam) $1291 epnngbreaktravel com
1 800678 6386

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS"
How to Succeed Inside the Beltway
SUCCESSFUL BG Alum to Speak:
from BG to DC:
Making It .n Business A Government in
Our Nation's CapitalWed-Oct i-8 00 PM 110BA
Free and Open to AH (2-2451)

BG WOMEN'S LACROSSE!
Hey all you ladies interested in
playing dub lacrosse1 Meet
me in the B A room 103 at
9:15pm Tuesday Nighll
I hope to see you there""
Questions? Call Christie &
373-6001
BG WOMEN'S LACROSSE!
Dart League Sign-Up
Monday. October 6
Downtown Sports Bar

7pm
DG'DG'Da
Congratulations to Jennifer Bendtk on her recent pearling to Bret Schee >l
DG-DO-DQ

DISCOVER EUROPE
Nantes Summer Study Program
Info Night
Tuesday. September 30 at 7pm
Oscamp. Room 211
More mfo call: 372-8180
or 353 9355
See Europe and Earn College Credit
Free 1-800/888 toll free number setup w/long
distance service. Flat rate 9 9 cents/minute
Call 888 333 8353 ID*OH22027.
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED: FLAG
FOOTBALL • FILL OUT APPLICATION IN 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 25. MUST PICK UP TAKE-HOME
TEST AND RETURN BY SEPTEMBER 29.
MANDATORY CLINIC ATTENDANCE RE
QUIRED
INTRAMURAL ENTHIES DUE: CO-REC 4
PLAYER VOLLEYBALL • SEPT 29; W A COREC FLAG FOOTBALL - SEPT 30. M FLAG
FOOTBALL • OCT 1. INDEPENDENT A
FRATERNITY ICE HOCKEY - OCT 7. PICK
UP ENTRY FORMS IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE
TURNING POINTS
An informal discusson group
About eating disorders, weight issues
and normal eating
Beginning Tues, Oct. 21
Meets 1:00-2:30pm
To register cad 372 2081
Co-soon sored by Counseling Center
& Student Heal* Service
Wanted: College students interested in food,
fun, fitness and facts to attend eight week nutrition, health & fitness program. Wed. afternoons
starting Oct 1. Call 372-9355 hx more information! TAKE A BITE AND ON THE MOVE FOR
HFAI IH ANDJOY
Women's Wedness Group

Meeting Weekly

ggg£-"
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Build Self Esteem
Become more Assertive
Reduce Stress
Strengthen Relationships
Promote a Balanced Life
Call 372 9355
Center for Weitness A Prevention

WANTED
2-3 sublease's needed immediately 'or 2 bedroom apt Reasonable rent Call 353 3315
PREGNANT7H you are pregnant, please con
sKter your options We are a loving couple looking to adopt. You can call 1 888 866 8848 after
6am |t-xperses p.i Cj

PowerBook 170. active malm. 8/200/14.4,
$630 + tan Other models available Call Paul
81353-7285.

Subleaser needed immediately 2 br Apt. E
Meery$i7S/mo Call372-6254

Rally's is looking tor hourly and salaried Managers and Team Members. Excellent benefits.
bnmed.ale openings. Interested? Please call
419 897 0875.

HELP WANTED
$$TASTE-TESTING GUM, research company
seeking gum taste-testers. Earn $i0vsampfe.
$i0OOmajsA*eek. Send S AS E. to: 3010 Wlshire Blvd., Suite 0439, LA. CA 90010 Include
Reference Number 3077
$1,000's WEEKLYI! Stuff envelopes al home
tor $2.00 each plus bonuses. F/T, P/T Make
$800* weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies. For
details, send one stamp to: N-181. 12021 WilsfweBlvd Suite 552. lot Angeles, CA 90025
"EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH."*
CLASS TRAVEL needs students to promote
Spnng Break 1998' Sell 15 trips A travel free!
Highly motivated students can earn a tree
trip A over $10,0001 Choose Cancun. Bahamas, Mazatlan. Jamaica, or Florida! North
America's largest student tour operator! Call
Now! 1-800-838-6411
Accepting AppkcaDons Dietary/Prep cook
part-time. 3rd shift, apply at The Heritage Inn
i069KlotzRd. M-f .9-4.
Bar Staff full or part Dme
At the Elk's Lodge. 200 Campbell Hill Rd.
Apply between 2:00-4 00.
BGSU Theatre Dept. is seeking two work-study
qualified students to work m the theatre scene
shop. Appl-cations should tw* basic carpentry
skills.
-. self-motivated, and demonstrate
leadership skills For interview please contact
Bnan Rat-flat372-8081.
Child Care
Excellent part-time situation for a loving
carepenion. Two children (1 In school).
Good pay. Need excellent references, driving record and transportation to/from our
homt Call 252-6154.
Dancers - Now hiring for the
#1 Gentlemen's Club m Toledo.
Travel A magazine modeling available
DejaVu4i9 531 0079
Dietary Opening. 2nd shift 3-11pm. Apply at
the Heritage Inn. 1069 Klou Rd M-F. 9-4
For Something Special lor pre-school or
school age's 3-5 days per week-afternoons
horn 2.6pm 878 4'90 or 878-0911
Help wanted bartenders, waitresses, pizza
makers A pin chasers. Varsity Lanes PM
shifts 1033 S. Main 352 5247. Apply within or
ask lor Jay
Intern Christen Youth Coordmalor 20nrs/wk
$7 50 per hour Contact FPC: 120 S Park
Fremont. OH 43420
Local firm filling 30 posisons. F/Pt Dme
days/even i ngsn»eekends
Fie*
around
classes $9.10 to start 861 0736

Restaurant positions available at the Brandywine Country Club in Maumee. 20 minutes or
less m travel time. Pan time and full time for all
positions. We wiM gladly work around school
schedules. Cal (419} 865-2393 and ask tor
Dan or Phyllis. If you like to play golf, this is .he
perfect place to work.
Senior Sarvlces Coordinator: Individual expenanced in sooal work or gerontology required with knowlege of community resources
to perform assessments and coordinate services tor residents of senior housing.
Salary Range: $8.50Vhour, two days/week
Send Resume to: Personnei/HS. Area Office
on Aging of NWO. Inc., 2155 Arlington Ave .
Toledo. OH 43609
SPRING BREAKI Earn FREE Travel Highest
Commissions. Jamaica. Cancun, Bahamas.
Barbados, Panama City, Daytona, Puerto
R-oo. Padre A more! FREE Parties. Drinks and
Eats. FREE Into Packet SunSptash Tours
1-800-4 26-7710.
Spring Break '98 * Cancun From $389
Reps wanted' Sell 15 and go free)
15 Free Meals, Lowest Prices Guaranteed!
i *00- 446 8355' www sun breaks com
SUPERSTAR STUDENTS NEEDED) Earn
$s»gning up mends A classmates tor our credit
cards. Opportunity to advance to campus
manager involving hinng A training other students No car required Must be outgoing A aggressive. Flexible hours A great income1 Cill
Valerie at 800 592-2121 X154
UPS is looking tor part-time package handlers
to work the preload shift (M-F 4am to 8:30am)
at our Findlay facility Part-time employees earn
$8 00/hour and receive ton benefits: including
paid holidays.alter 30 working days. Promotional opportunities include part-time supervisor positions, who are eligible for tuition reimbursement. Interested??? Call Findlay UPS al
419-424-9494 to set up a interview.
Van driver. Part-time position to provide trans
Donation to and from sooal service agency
Must be between the ages of 21-65. have a va
ltd Ohio's driver's license, and an excellent dnv
ing record. Submit resume to P.O Box 738
Bowling Green. OH 43402
Wait staff positions avail, at Historic Banquet
Facility Must be energernc, self motivated md ,
who enjoys working w/ people. Please call
Pam at (419) 832-2900.

On the Education Steps
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Verve
The Rolling Stones
Portishoad
Pattl Smith

Bob Dylan

Tonight
Al MNJmght
Madhatter Music
l43EWooster

353-3555

FOR RENT
1 bdrm large torn. apt. all utH. ind. except eiectnc lights 352-7454
1 bdrm unfurnished. 134 1/2 W. Poe Rd.
Stove A refndg. provided.
John Newiove Real Estate 354-2260
2 bdrm. apt avail, immediately. Furnished or
unfurnished. All mil, mchjd. Cal 352-1520
2 bdrm. furnished 831 7th St Apt 4. $300 and
up. Avail. Now Laundry within building.
John Newiove Real Estate 354-2260
2 bdrm. furnished 849 Napolean Rd. Apt 25.
$300 and up. Avail. Now. Laundry within building. John Newiove Real Estate 354-2260
2 bedroom - Furnished/Unfurnished
1 bedroom • Unfurnished
Highland Mgt 354-6036
Christian male grad in private home 352-2806
Subteaser needed ASAP 516 E Merry 2
BH'2 Bath $204/mo A utilities, cable A phone.
Call Dernck A Lynn ®352-228l tor into.
Subieaser needed ©Summit Terrace apts. 1
bdrm, A/C. carpeted, transportation to and
from campus Laundry facilities, and living
rm.furn avail & a 1 time add cost. Cal Sean
©352-6408

QQHAQS
%ohedou* Va/act
Alternative Clothing,
• Beaded/Hemp Jewelfy
• Imported Cigars e Clove
Cigarettes • Incense • Unique

• 900* Tees

Dot Matrix Printer- Works great, looks great,
prints greatl Just like NEWi »25 00 Interested?
Call 373 6001

October 1
October 2

Midnight at Madhatter
New Releases By:

Candles • Glass Curios 'Tapestries
• Stickers • Posters

FOR SALE

The Board of Black Cultural Activities
Presents:
1997 Nubian
King and Queen

'86 Nissan Senira. 120K mi. Great on gas,
auto. $1200 O60 353-6047.

1 800-856 0916

Part-time position d<snbuting advertising mateials No selling involved All materials provided
ii no charge
i 600-YOUR JOB
■rww acmnelconvposienr»p/yourjob htm
Part-Dme Student Employment
Are you looking for pe/t-ttme employment ol 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc?
Rate of pay « $5.15 per hour Apply in person
between the hours of 9am 5pm. Mon.-Fn. at:
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc. 428 Ctough
St BG 43402

Waterbed Queen with new mattress Good
condition. $80 OHO Will deliver. 353-5972
please leave a message.

Wanted 100 students. Lose 8- lOOlbs. New Metabolism breakthrough. Dr. recommended
guaranteed. $30 cost. Free gift

Part time dishwashers A *ait staff A cook
wanted. 1-2 lunches a week A 1 or 2 nights a
rveek ApptyRG Country Club 352-3100

Elections: September 30

,„> s. Main St.

Pizza Hut now accepting applications for
cooks, chef managers, delivery drivers
•Flexible Hours
•Medical Available
'10 mm t-omBG
'CompeDtrve Wages
Apply at 1131 Louisiana Dr Perrysburg Call
874-7935

Vela mint cond. Hand make. E xceOent bow A
case). $1.950. Can 2-7359 A leave message or
354-4219.

445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat11-9 Sunday 12-6
352-3306

